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Abstract 

This  article explores Muslim political attitudes in contemporary India. It contextualizes the political 
responses of Muslim communities in the backdrop of two crucial legal-constitutional changes intro-
duced by the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) government: the abrogation of Article 370 of the Constitution 
and the Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019. These changes, I suggest, stem from the official doctrine 
of New India and its operative mechanism, Hindutva constitutionalism. Analysing the nature of Muslim 
participation in the anti-CAA (Citizenship Amendment Act) protests and Muslim electoral responses 
in two subsequent elections (Delhi Assembly Election, 2020 and the Bihar Assembly Election, 2020), I 
argue that political engagement of Muslims could be interpreted as an ever-evolving discourse, which 
not merely responds to Hindutva politics but also asserts its relative autonomy. 
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Introduction

This article makes an attempt to understand Muslim political attitudes in contemporary India. It 
contextualizes the political responses of Muslim communities against the backdrop of two crucial legal-
constitutional changes introduced by the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) government: the abrogation of 
Article 370 of the Constitution and the Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019. These structural changes, the 
article shows, underline a new form of politics. I describe this phenomenon as Hindutva constitutionalism 
and explore its intrinsic relationship with the official doctrine of New India. The article looks at the 
nature of Muslim participation in the anti-CAA (Citizenship Amendment Act) protests and the Muslim 
electoral responses in two subsequent elections (Delhi Assembly Election, 2020 and the Bihar Assembly 
Election, 2020) to figure out the possible linkages between Hindutva constitutionalism and Muslim 
political attitudes.
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The article, more broadly, responds to the recent intellectual debates on the survival, decline and even 
the deaths of democracies.2 Exploring Muslim political attitudes as a serious point of reference, it tries 
to map out the Muslims’ imaginations of Indian democracy. This exploration is useful to evaluate the 
dominant media-driven claim that radical Hindutva majoritarianism has forced Muslims—the most 
vulnerable minority—to give up politics of all kind (Menon, 2019). I find this position empirically 
wrong and analytically misleading. The article suggests that Hindutva politics has not yet succeeded in 
determining the Muslim engagements with politics at various levels. Active Muslim participation, 
especially in the realm of Hindutva dominating electoral politics, encourages us to pay serious attention 
to the everyday meanings of democracy in India.3 

Terms like ‘political participation’ and ‘electoral behaviour’ are often used interchangeably to explain 
different formulations about Muslim political attitudes. Muslim participation as a positive feature is 
evoked to celebrate India’s adherence to plurality, inclusiveness, and democratic constitutionalism. It is 
argued that active involvement of Muslims in democratic processes—mainly in electoral politics—
demonstrate that India’s minorities do not feel isolated and marginalized.4 However, there is a negative 
imagination of Muslim political participation. Muslims are seen as a politically conscious community, 
which is supposed to be fully aware of its communal interests. Hence, they participate in politics to 
bargain with the state for the protection of their collective, communal and eventually separatist interests.5 

These two conflicting interpretations of Muslims’ engagement with politics, interestingly, rely on a 
strong assumption that Muslim political attitudes have been homogeneous, consistent, and static and–
precisely for this reason—it should always be analysed in relation to larger questions of Indian politics 
such as the success of democracy6 and/or the threat of separatism/communalism.7 As a result, Muslim 

2  The literature on democracy and populism is very relevant in this regard (Levitsky & Ziblatt, 2018; Chatterjee, 2019; Müller, 
2016). 
3  The recent scholarship on Muslim engagements with politics are also very relevant to underline this point. Emmerich (2020),  
Ahmad (2009), Bajpai and Farooqui (2018), Santhosh and Paleri (2021) demonstrate various facets of contemporary Muslim poli-
tics. These studies show that Muslim political organizations and elite are actively involved in carving out a space for themselves 
in the Hindutva dominated political sphere. The scope of this article, however, is slightly different. I make a crucial distinction 
between the politics of Muslim elites and the political enthusiasm of Muslim communities. This distinction, in my view, might help 
us to make sense of the diversity of Muslim political responses. 
4  This line of argument is not entirely new. The serious commentators of Indian democracy often invoke the crucial political pres-
ence of Muslims in India to measure the success of Indian democracy. One of the most noticeable explanations comes from Arend 
Lijphart, who describes Indian democracy as a consociational democracy. According to Lijphart, Indian case fulfils four basic 
features of consociational democracy are as follows: (1) grand coalition governments that include representatives of all major lin-
guistic and religious groups, (2) cultural autonomy for these groups, (3) proportionality in political representation and civil service 
appointments and (4) a minority veto with regard to vital minority rights and autonomy. He argues that ‘newly independent India 
embraced power sharing and has maintained it ever since is not even very surprising…. After the late 1960s, as a result of greater 
mass mobilization and activation, power sharing became less strong and pervasive, evidenced by the centralization of the Congress 
Party and the federal system, the decline of the Congress Party’s electoral strength, the attack on minority rights, and the rise of 
the BJP. As consociational theory would have predicted, Indian democracy has remained basically stable, but the weakening of 
power sharing has been accompanied by an increase in intergroup hostility and violence. Concern about these trends is reflected in 
the consociational thrust of the major proposals for political and constitutional change by reform-minded Indians’ (Lijphart, 1996, 
p. 266). Interestingly, Muslim political participation is seen as a given and uncomplicated element in this analytical framework. 
It appears that Lijphart does not look at the discursive making of Muslim identities and their political manifestations. Steven 
Wilkinson’s critique of consociational explanation is also very relevant here. Wilkinson argues that identities are not always fixed 
and therefore, power sharing needs to be examined in relation to changing dynamics of electoral competition (Wilkinson, 2004, 
pp. 134–136).
5  For a critical evaluation of this position (Ahmed, 2016, pp. 348–374). 
6  For an excellent critique of the celebrationist view of Indian democracy (Das, 2015, pp 1–28). 
7  Mohan Bhagwat’s comment that Hindutva without Muslims is meaningless is very relevant here (Ahmed, 2019). 
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political attitudes emerge as an analytically uncomplicated and politically self-explanatory phenomenon. 
The article attempts to address this conceptual issue.8 

I use the term Muslim political attitudes to describe the highly diversified and even conflicting 
opinions and values Muslim individuals/communities hold about contemporary political debates (such 
as nationalism and Hindutva), critical events (such as lynching and communal riots), and influential 
personalities (such as Narendra Modi, Amit Shah, and Asaduddin Owaisi) that determine their political 
actions in different contexts. More precisely, I invoke two related formulations—political participation 
as interaction and political participation as instrumental action—to map out the contours of Muslim 
political attitudes.9 

Participation as interaction is about the ways in which Muslims as citizens interact with other citizens 
and groups, respond to public debates, and assert their opinion, anxieties, and criticisms. This notion of 
participation envisages Muslims as active political actors who participate in political/public activities as 
citizens with or without adhering to their Islamic belief and/or constitutionally recognized status as a 
religious minority.10 I examine the nature of the Muslim presence in the anti-CAA protests as an example 
of this form of political participation. 

Participation as instrumental action, on the other hand, introduces us to a more formal form of political 
action. Muslims, like other social groups, take part in political processes, especially in elections, as 
stakeholders to secure certain material benefits. They behave like consumer/clients and respond to the 
welfare packages offered by the political parties.11 The elections, in this schema, turn out to be the most 
visible arena of politics where Muslim participation could easily be identified. However, the interaction 
between Muslim communities and the state in different regional and local contexts and numerous 
‘survival strategies’ evolved out of it also produce different forms of participation, which may legitimately 
be called ‘instrumental action’.12 Analysing these two forms of Muslim political action, the article argues 
that Muslim communities certainly respond to the challenges posed by the Hindutva hegemony. However, 
their political attitudes cannot be interpreted merely as a reaction to it.

8  There are certainly a few very detailed studies on the Muslim political participation in the 1970s and 1980s. The CSDS-Lokniti 
has been collecting data on Muslim electoral behaviour regularly since 1996. This valuable literature, however, has not been 
studied systematically. 
9  Lawrence A. Scaff introduces us to these two concepts of political participation. Scaff argues that participation as interaction 
should not be juxtaposed with participation as an instrumental action (Scaff, 1975, pp. 442–462). I find this argument very valu-
able because it helps us in unpacking the ways in which the idea of Muslim political action is formed in public debates, especially 
in post-2014 period. 
10  The methodology adopted by the Sachar Commission Report is a good example of this view of political participation. The report 
notes: ‘It is useful to distinguish between three types of overlapping issues…faced by the Muslim community in India: Issues that 
are common to all poor people (Muslims are largely poor), Issues that are common to all minorities, Issues that are specific to 
Muslims. For example, several concerns relating to employment and education specific to Muslims may fall in the first category. 
Similarly, some aspects of identity and security may be common across minorities while some others may be specific to Muslims’ 
(Emphasis added, PMHLC, 2006, p. 4). 
11  I draw heavily on Mukulika Banerjee’s work on everyday politics of Indian elections to make this point. Responding to the 
question, ‘why do people vote?’ she introduces us to the complex web of relationship which determine political choices at various 
level (Banerjee, 2014). 
12  It is important to clarify here that this form of political action cannot be reduced to the popular notion of Muslim vote bank. The 
imagination that Muslims do have certain collective interests, which eventually determine their political actions, is highly mislead-
ing. Muslims certainly bargain with the state as a group; but these political transactions, as this article tries to demonstrate, always 
remain highly diversified. These diversified Muslim responses must be seen in relation to what Akhil Gupta calls the imagined state 
of everyday life (Gupta, 1995, pp. 375–402). 
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The Context: New India, Hindutva Constitutionalism, and 
Hindutva Hegemony

The doctrine of New India is a well worked out ideological framework. It was first introduced as a 
political slogan by Prime Minister Narendra Modi in his Independence Day speech of 2017. 13 
Highlighting the need to have a positive outlook, Modi argued: ‘If each one of us…strives with a new 
resolve, a new energy, a new strength, we can change the face of the country with our combined strength 
in the 75th year of our independence in 2022’.14 The BJP formally accepted the idea of New India as a 
political principle in 2018.15 This formal recognition led to an official campaign to seek citizens’ 
participation in this initiative. The NITI Aayog brought out an interesting document, Strategy for New 
India@75, which outlines a policy framework so as to translate the doctrine of New India into a workable 
action plan.16 

Narendra Modi’s official website (Retrieved August 29, 2020, from https://www.narendramodi.in/
newindia/index) introduces us to the three core features of New India: A nation driven by innovation, 
hard work, creativity; a nation characterized by peace, unity, and brotherhood; and a country free from 
corruption, terrorism, black money and dirt. To realize these goals, the website asks the citizens of India 
to take a nine-point pledge to express their commitment and faith in the doctrine of New India. 

This is an interesting pledge. Citizens are expected to support and participate actively in the official 
programs such as Swachh Bharat, Accessible India, and a cashless economy. On the other hand, the 
government does not take any responsibility to provide employment to citizens. In fact, seeking 
employment as a right is strongly discouraged. The citizens are told that job-creation is not a duty of the 
government. The last theme of the New India pledge reiterates this point more sharply. It says: ‘I will be 
a job creator not a job seeker’.

The state in New India, in this sense, seems to assert itself as a sovereign entity to work on behalf of 
the citizens in the sphere of politics; while, at the same time, it keeps itself away from economic sphere 
and does not take any responsibility on behalf of citizens. For Modi, ‘New India is the era of responsive 
people and responsive government’.17 

To understand the political implications of this responsive government-responsive people formulation, 
we have to look at the ways in which the doctrine of New India is linked to what I call Hindutva 
constitutionalism.

There can be two meanings of term constitutionalism. In a rather technical sense, constitutionalism 
refers to the norms and principles that not only create state institutions (legislative, executive and judicial 
powers) but also impose certain limits and curbs on them. Hence, constitutionalism as a positive principle 

13  Retrieved November 23, 2020, from https://www.ndtv.com/india-news/india-stands-with-those-affected-by-gorakhpur-tragedy-
says-pm-narendra-modi-1737728. 
14  Retrieved November 23, 2020, from https://time.com/4901564/narendra-modi-india-70-independence-day-speech/.
15  Retrieved August 29, 2020, from http://www.kamalsandesh.org/pm-narendra-modi-leading-develop-new-india/.
16  This document notes: ‘The “Strategy for New India @ 75” captures three key messages from the Prime Minister. First, develop-
ment must become a mass movement, in which every Indian recognizes her role and also experiences the tangible benefits accruing 
to her in the form of better ease of living. …Second, development strategy should help achieve broad-based economic growth to 
ensure balanced development across all regions and states and across sectors. Third, the strategy when implemented, will bridge 
the gap between public and private sector performance. The Prime Minister has focused on putting in place a ‘development state’ 
in place of the ‘soft state’ that this government had inherited’. (Retrieved November 23, 2020, from https://niti.gov.in/strategy-
new-india-75)
17  Retrieved August 29, 2020, from https://www.narendramodi.in/text-of-pm-s-address-at-malayala-manorama-news-con-
clave-2019--546229 emphasis added.
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reminds the political elites to follow the legal limits set out by the Constitution.18 However, there is a 
political meaning of constitutionalism in the Indian context that has evolved over the years.19 The 
ideologically divided political class of the 1950s somehow accepted the Constitution as the fundamental 
reference point to participate in the formal electoral politics. Yet, there was a strong apprehension about 
the success of the Constitution in the Indian context. Jayaprakash Narayan’s famous book A Plea for the 
Reconstruction of the Indian Polity (1959) is an example of this political anxiety. On the one hand, this 
led to an interesting ideological churning. political parties relied heavily on the language of 
constitutionalism in the realm of electoral politics. On the other hand, they continued to evolve different 
ideologically suitable interpretations of the Indian Constitution. This intellectual engagement with the 
Constitution actually paved the way for various kinds of ideologically oriented and politically feasible 
constitutionalism. The Hindutva constitutionalism is one such political form.20 

It is important to remember that Hindutva groups never envisaged the Constitution as a self-
explanatory text. In the post-1990 period when every political party, including the left groups, started 
celebrating the Indian constitution as the ultimate symbol of Indian democracy, the Rashtriya 
Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) and BJP continued to have a critical engagement with it. Even the Vajpayee 
government constituted a committee to evaluate review the working of the Constitution (The National 
Commission to Review the Working of the Constitution (NCRWC) also known as the Venkatachaliah 
Commission).21 The BJP, however, changed its attitude in the 2010s. The party started employing the 
potentials of the Constitution for its Hindutva politics in two significant ways. 

First of all, the Constitution was transformed into as a sacred political object. As the Prime Ministerial 
candidate of the BJP, Narendra Modi began his 2014 election campaign with a bold declaration that 
Constitution is a ‘holy book’ and the only code of conduct of the government should be ‘Sab ka Saath, 
Sab ka Vikas’.22 This fascination with the Constitution as a sacred political object took a more formal 
shape after the success of BJP in the 2014 election. In October 2015, the Modi government declared that 
26 November, the day when the Constituent Assembly adopted the final draft of the Constitution in 1949, 
would be celebrated as the Samvidhan Divas every year. In a speech dedicated to the greatness of the 
Constitution, Modi went on to say that ‘if there is any creation made by man, which is immortal, it’s 
India’s Constitution’.23 

There was another very crucial and thoughtful move by the BJP leadership. Senior BJP leaders, 
especially Narendra Modi and Amit Shah, did not use the expression Hindutva to describe the nature of 

18  There is a considerable literature on various aspects of Indian constitutionalism. The Politics and Ethics of Indian Constitution 
(Bhargava, 2008) was the first systematic attempt in this regard. This edited volume tries to unpack various theoretical-political 
aspects of the Indian Constitution. In recent years, scholars have expanded the scope this discussion in a significant way. The 
contributions of Uday S. Mehta, Ornit Shani, Rohit De and Madhav Khosla are very relevant in this regard. Madhav Khosla’s 
explanation of the idea of constitution in the Indian context is useful to understand the evolving nature of Indian constitutionalism 
(Khosla, 2020, pp. 28–72). 
19  Rohit De introduces us to the popular reception of Indian constitutionalism. Exploring ‘a new genealogy of Indian constitutional-
ism’ that emerges from the everydayness of people’s life, he unpacks the process by which the Constitution emerged as a realm of 
possibilities for citizens (De, 2018, pp. 30–31). 
20  In a land mark judgement, the Supreme Court of India conceptualized the term ‘Hindutva’ as a way of life (AIR 1996 SC, 1113). 
Although the Court criticized the use of any direct reference to any religion in electoral campaigns, it did not find the use of term 
Hindutva objectionable. This verdict encouraged the Hindu nationalist groups to describe their politics as expressions of Hindutva. 
For an elaborated discussion on this point, especially the BJP’s changing attitude on Hindutva (Ahmed, 2019, pp. 65–73).
21  For detailed discussion on Jan Sangh/BJP’s relationship with the Constitution (Ahmed, 2020). 
22  Retrieved May 19, 2020, from https://www.narendramodi.in/sabka-saath-sabkavikas-collective-efforts-inclusive-growth-31590 
23  Retrieved November 23, 2020, from https://www.narendramodi.in/excerpts-of-pm-s-address-at-the-valedictory-function-of-
national-law-day-2017--537951.
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their politics. Unlike L. K. Advani or A. B. Vajpayee, who celebrated Hindutva as a reflection of cultural 
nationalism, Narendra Modi always stays away from any direct discussion on this issue.24 The speech he 
delivered on 3 December 2018 in Rajasthan is the best example to underline this point. Responding to 
Rahul Gandhi’s allegation that Narendra Modi did not have true knowledge of Hindutva, he replied the 
following:

He says Modi has no knowledge of Hinduism. Oh brother, is it an electoral issue? …Rajasthan needs to vote 
on the issues such as electricity, roads, and water. It has nothing to do with Modi’s knowledge of Hindu; I don’t 
understand this…. However, I will definitely say that our culture is a storehouse of knowledge…and Hindutva…
is a rich heritage. This Hindutva, this Hindu knowledge is so profound…so vast, and so ancient…it is higher than 
the Himalayas and deeper than the sea. No one can claim that he or she has complete knowledge of it. Even the 
sages never claimed to have full knowledge of Hindu and Hindutva. I am very small man and I do not claim to 
have such a vast knowledge.25

Modi does not find it logical to compare Hindutva with material/developmental issues. Even he does not 
make the conventional argument that Hindutva is a way of life and it has nothing to do with politics. 
Modi actually conceptualizes Hindutva as an uncontested, neutral and self-evident cultural expression of 
Indian identity. In other words, Modi, unlike Advani, does not express regret that Hindutva is 
misunderstood or eventually linked to the BJP’s politics. Instead, he confidently asserts that there is no 
need to discuss Hindutva in the realm of politics as it has become a new political commonness. This 
strong claim might have been the reason why the BJP officially disowned Hindutva as its core political 
philosophy after 2012.26 

These two moves—Hindutva as an acceptable cultural idiom and the Constitution as a sacred political 
object—have actually constituted the Hindutva constitutionalism: a political mechanism that is created 
to achieve responsive people and responsive government thesis.27 

Three core features of Hindutva constitutionalism are relevant for our discussion. First of all, there is 
a strong adherence to legal technicalities to articulate a politically favourable position. Hindutva groups 
make a crucial distinction between the political-philosophical principles that the Constitution invokes 
(such as secularism, rule of law, liberty and rights) and the legal technicalities associated with them. 
Constitutional principles are celebrated as fixed, settled, and static ideals, while the legal technicalities 

24  In his presidential address of 2004, L K Advani said: ‘I am saddened that from being a description of the core of our nationhood, 
Hindutva has been misrepresented to denote a political approach. Hindutva is a sentiment; it is neither an electoral slogan nor 
should it be confused with religion’. (Retrieved November 12, 2020, from http://library.bjp.org/jspui/bitstream/123456789/247/1/
Lal%20Krishna%20Advani.pdf) 
25  This is my translation of the Hindi text of the speech: (Retrieved November 12, 2020, from https://www.narendramodi.in/text-
of-pm-modi-s-speech-at-jodhpur-rajasthan-542576)
26  1998 election manifesto of the BJP says: ‘cultural heritage which is central to all regions, religions and languages, is a civiliza-
tional identity and constitutes the cultural nationalism of India which is the core of Hindutva’ (Retrieved November 12, 2020, from 
http://library.bjp.org/jspui/bitstream/123456789/241/1/BJP%20ELECTION%20MANIFESTO%201998.pdf). The BJP no longer 
uses the term Hindutva to describe its political philosophy. In fact, one finds an interesting division of labour between the BJP and 
the RSS. In post-2014, the RSS has worked hard to offer a workable conceptualization of the term Hindutva. For an elaborated on 
this point (Ahmed, 2019, Chapter 4). 
27  Narendra Modi says: ‘…today the Constitution Day has posed an important question to us. As the members of a family, have 
we been following those values which have been expected of us by our guardian, by our Constitution? Have we been working to 
cooperate with each other to strengthen each other like the members of a family?... every institution that obtains power from con-
stitution will have to channelize its energy and will have to devote itself only for one purpose to realize the dream of a New India’. 
(Our Constitution has kept us united: PM Modi; Retrieved November 12, 2020, from narendramodi.in) 
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are seen as a matter of concern, which need to be amended and nationalized.28 This framework helps the 
Hindutva groups, especially the BJP, to emphasize on the rights of the state and Fundamental Duties of 
the citizens. This is precisely what Narendra Modi calls a paradigm shift. He argues the following: 

For some reason everything was centered around (sic) rights. Everyone was concerned with rights. This is an 
opportunity whereby we can ensure a paradigm shift within the country by carrying it towards duties from 
rights. The responsibility of the people’s representatives is also to awaken the people’s conscience and to lead 
the way.29

Emphasis on a refined and more profound idea of minority—not majority—is the second feature of 
Hindutva constitutionalism. In the last six years, Hindutva groups have tried to appropriate the idea of 
minority to legitimize the Hindu victimhood argument.30 Public Interest Litigation (PIL) filed in the 
Supreme Court in 2017 by a BJP leader demanded that Hindus must be declared a minority in nine states 
(Lakshadweep, Mizoram, Nagaland, Meghalaya, Jammu and Kashmir, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, and 
Punjab). The suit claimed that the minority rights of Hindus are ‘being siphoned off illegally and 
arbitrarily to the majority population because neither Central nor the State Governments have notified…
Hindus as a “minority” in these states’.31 The CAA 2019 also extends the scope of this legal claim. By 
highlighting the persecution of Hindu minorities in Muslim states, this law seems to underline the old 
RSS argument: the Hindu majority in India is insignificant because India is surrounded by Muslim 
majority states.32 To address this problem of numbers, Hindutva groups offer a simple yet highly 
provocative solution. It is suggested that majority–minority distinction must be abolished so as to create 
a national political community of citizens. The slogan development for all and appeasement of none 
actually stems from this refined Hindutva imagination.

Finally, Hindutva constitutionalism recognizes the one nation-one Constitution as the foundational 
principle of its politics. Instead of relying entirely on the conventional Hindu nationalist argument that 
Kashmir—a Muslim majority state—should not have any special status, the Hindutva groups propose a 
refined legal explanation. It is asserted that while the other provisions of the Constitution are fixed, 
permanent and consistent, the Article 370 is an unwanted and useless addition to it. The political 
determination of BJP and the strong will of Modi-Shah, according to this line of reasoning, have been 
instrumental in achieving the one nation-one Constitution framework.33 It is worth noting that the 
Presidential order that revoked the special status of Kashmir is called the Constitution (Application to 
Jammu and Kashmir) Order, 2019. 

28  According to the RSS chief, Mohan Bhagwat: ‘Our constitution (is)…based on the understanding of the “bharatiya” ethos of 
our founding fathers, but many of the laws that we are still using are based on the foreign sources and that laws were made as per 
their thinking…seven decades have passed since our independence…this is something we must address’, (Retrieved November 
12, 2020, from https://www.firstpost.com/india/rss-chief-mohan-bhagwat-says-there-is-need-to-develop-legal-system-based-on-
ethos-of-society-4029775.html.)
29  Retrieved November 25, 2020, from https://www.narendramodi.in/text-of-prime-minister-narendra-modi-s-reply-to-the-mo-
tion-of-thanks-on-the-president-s-address-in-the-lok-sabha-545486.
30  The idea of Hindu victimhood is based on a strong assumption that Hindus, despite being a majority in India, face discrimination 
and exploitation (Tripathi et al., 2019). 
31  Retrieved November 12, 2020, from https://www.livelaw.in/pil-sc-granting-minority-status-hindus-8-states-read-petition
32  Retrieved November 12, 2020, from https://samvada.org/2011/news-digest/rss-submits-memorandum-to-governor-on-commu-
nal-violence-bill-2011/
33  Retrieved November 12, 2020, from http://www.kamalsandesh.org/new-dawn-jammu-kashmir-ladakh/
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We must remember that the Hindutva constitutionalism does not exist only as a political-ideological 
mechanism; it also functions as a political hegemony.34 The responses of the opposition parties on CAA 
and Article 370, especially in the Rajya Sabha, underline the dominance of Hindutva hegemony in the 
realm of electoral politics (Ahmed, 2020). This wider acceptability of Hindutva also contributes to the 
changing patterns of social interactions. Does it mean that Hindutva has emerged as the dominant 
template for defining India’s national identity? Let us take an example to elaborate this point. 

The National Election Study (NES) conducted by CSDS-Lokniti, in April–May 2019, shows that 
an overwhelming majority of respondents supported the argument that India does not belong only to 
Hindus. In fact, 74 per cent of Hindus clearly rejected the Hindutva propaganda that India is a natural 
Hindu homeland. On the other hand, only 6 per cent Muslims appear to have lost faith in the secular 
promise that India belongs to citizens of all religions (see Table 1). 

However, the Delhi assembly election, 2020 survey (pre-poll) introduces us to a very different set of 
opinions. This survey was conducted in January–February 2020, when the anti-CAA protests were going 
on throughout the country and Delhi’s Shaheen Bagh had become the epicentre of this politics of protest. 
Table 2 shows that a majority of respondents supported the CAA and NCR. In fact, one finds a clear 
communal divide on this issue. Almost 80 per cent of Muslim respondents opposed the CAA-NRC; 
while the majority of Hindus (62 per cent) did not find any problem with these issues. 

These apparently conflicting responses underline the complex configuration of Indian public life. The 
rise of aggressive anti-Muslim Hindutva discourse has not yet affected the belief that Indian belongs to 
all religions and communities. Nevertheless, there is growing communal polarization on virtually all 
contentious political issues.35 Muslim political attitudes, therefore, should be seen in the backdrop of this 
complex political reality. 

34  For an elaboration of the idea of emerging hegemony of Indian politics, see Palshikar (2019, pp. 101–116). 
35  The Pew Research Center’s recent study Religion in India: Tolerance and Segregation (2021, Retrieved August 3, 2021, from 
https://www.pewforum.org/2021/06/29/acknowledgments-54/) also underlines this aspect. The report explores the complexities 
of India’s national identity and introduces us to a few amazing public secrets. It reveals that religion and caste are recognized 
as the crucial markers of distinctiveness by Indian religious groups. Indians respect all religions and adherence to nationalism is 
celebrated as a religious virtue. An imaginary dividing line between religion and politics is also drawn. And precisely for these 
reasons, the living together separately phenomenon continues to exist. At the same time, the old slogan of Hindu, Hindi, and Hin-
dustan finds a new concrete political overtone. The study suggests that Hindu religiosity is expressed in a sophisticated language 
of nationalism. A significantly powerful section of Hindus thinks that Hinduism, Hindi language, and political support to the BJP 
are fundamental elements of a true Indian identity. For a detailed discussion, see Ahmed (2021).

Table 1. India Belongs to Whom? 

 
India Primarily Belongs

to Only Hindus 

India Belongs to Citizens of 
All Religions Equally, Not 

Just Hindus Can’t Say/No Response

1: Hindu 17 74  9
2: Muslims  6 87  8
3: Christian  5 85 11
4: Sikh  3 88  9
5: Buddhist/neo-Buddhist  2 74 24
6: Jain 12 84  5
8: No religion  7 53 40
9: Others 23 68  9
Total 15 76  9
Source: NES, 2019, CSDS data unit (Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding off. N = 12,196).
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The Protest: Participation as Interaction

The success of BJP in 2014 contributed significantly to the revival of an aggressive anti-Muslim Hindutva 
politics. The Hindutva groups and a section of pro-BJP media initiated a new discourse of nationalism. 
Every aspect of social and cultural life of Muslims in Indian was transformed into an unsolvable 
civilizational conflict between Hinduism and Islam. Issues such as the cow protection movement, 
protection of Hindu girls from love-jihad, Muslim population growth, the Ram temple in Ayodhya and 
ban on triple talaq/introduction of UCC were the constitutive elements of this Hindutva driven discourse 
of nationalism. This aggressive propaganda led to a new kind of violence against Muslims—lynching, 
molestation, and even rape. Despite this hostile anti-Muslim attitude, Muslim communities did not get 
involved in any anti-Hindutva counter mobilization. Religious organizations, Muslim pressure groups 
and even Muslim political leaders (except a few unknown faces, who appear on primetime TV every 
night!) did not call upon Muslims to launch any mass protest.36

However, this was not the case with the CAA. Unlike the Babri Masjid case and the triple talaq law, 
which had already lost the political potential to provoke Muslims, the CAA/NRC posed a direct challenge 
to the political existence of Muslims as legitimate citizens (Ahmed, 2020). Muslims Communities 
reacted to it more sharply. There were a number of Muslim - led protests throughout the country against 
the CAA/NRC. Although this Muslim assertiveness did not get any concrete formal-organizational 
shape, the violent and even brutal reaction of the state towards Muslim activists in later months underlines 
the political significance of these protests.37 Three broad facets of these protests are relevant to highlight 
a particular form of Muslim political attitudes: participation as interaction.38 

The non-party character of anti-CAA protests is the first distinctive aspect of Muslim assertions 
against CAA. Muslim campaigners, it seems, drew inspiration from grassroots politics and people’s 
movements (such as movement against displacements, Dalit/Adivasi movements and the farmers’ 
agitations and so on) in two significant ways. They identify the Constitution as a legitimate political 

36  For a detailed discussion on Muslims’ reactions to aggressive Hindutva driven discourse of nationalism in the post-2014 period 
(Ahmed, 2019, Chapter 11). 
37  The anti-CAA protesters, especially Muslims, have been systematically targeted by the state in last few months. It underlines the 
fact that the ruling party is keen to use Muslim assertiveness to strengthen and consolidate its Hindutva constituency. Retrieved 
September 23, 2020, from https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/delhi/police-chargesheet-15-for-conspiracy-link-delhi-riots-to-
anti-caa-protests-6599046/ 
38  Delhi’s Shaheen Bagh—a protest site near the Jamia Millia Islamia University—acquired a powerful symbolic status and in-
spired many Muslim-led protests against CAA/NRC in the country. However, Muslim reactions to CAA should not be reduced to 
the Shaheen Bagh phenomenon. For a detailed discussion on Shaheen Bagh protest (Salam, 2020). 

Table 2. CAA/NRC and the Hindutva Hegemony

Fully Support
Somewhat 
Support 

Somewhat 
Oppose Fully Oppose No Response 

CAA* 46 (Hindus 62%) 8 5 27 (Muslims 80%) 12
NCR** 46 (Hindus 61%) 8 5 26 (Muslims 79%) 13
Source: Delhi election Survey 2020, CSDS data unit (Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding off. N = 3,335). *: Do 
you support or oppose CAA under which Hindus, Sikhs, Christians, Jains, Buddhists and Parsis coming from Pakistan, Bangladesh 
and Afghanistan can get India’s citizenship but not Muslims coming from those countries? **: If NRC is implemented, then every 
person living in India will have to provide documentary proof of their citizenship to the government. Do you support or oppose 
such an NRC?
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source for asserting their citizenship status. The liberal values of the Constitution, especially the 
Preamble, were creatively interpreted to question the disruptive agenda of the government. At the same 
time, an attempt was made to represent the anti-CAA protest as a non-party political agitation. This 
conscious move helped the protestors to get rid of the BJP versus Congress framework. It also allowed 
them to portray the anti-CAA protest as an inclusive movement for social change.39 

The invocation of national symbols is the second aspect of anti-CAA protests. The national anthem, 
the national flag and even the Constitution were not merely seen as intellectual resources. Muslim 
protestors also used them as political symbols. It is worth noting that this creative reinterpretation of 
national symbols is a relatively new phenomenon in Indian politics. The anti-corruption movement of 
2011 was the first major political event when official national symbols were recognized as legitimate 
source of political agitation. Muslim protestors, however, expanded the scope of this symbolism. 
Photographs of Ambedkar and Gandhi were placed side by side along with the copy of the Constitution; 
religious texts—Bhagwat Geeta, the Quran, the Bible and the Guru Grath Sahib—were recited in order 
to assert the postcolonial sarvdhramsambhav tradition; havan were organized for communal harmony; 
and the national anthem was sung on the stairs of the historic Jama Masjid in Delhi. This creative 
rearticulating of symbolic nationalism takes us beyond the given imaginations of Muslim political 
identity. The Muslim communities, who are often treated as religiously inward looking and politically 
untrustworthy, seem to reassert the point that their Muslimsness is an inseparable part of their Indian 
identity. 

The refined idea of political representation is the third aspect of Muslim assertiveness. The Muslim 
protestors were not led by any particular Muslim organization or individual. It is true that the Hyderabad 
based All India Majlis-e-Ittehad-ul-Muslimeen (AIMIM) organized a number of protests against CAA 
and Muslim religious bodies such as the Jamiat-Ulama-e-Hind and Jamat-e-Islami Hind have been very 
critical of this law. However, these established Muslim organizations were not given any formal 
recognition. Muslim protests, in this sense, redefined the idea of representation in two possible ways. 
First, it was asserted, in fact rather stridently, that political anxiety associated with CAA and NRC should 
not necessarily be represented exclusively by Muslim politicians. The presence of Dalit leaders, and Sikh 
religious leaders in the Muslim dominated anti-CAA protests throughout the country demonstrated the 
fact that Muslim communities refused to make the CAA an exclusive Muslim issue. Secondly, and 
perhaps most importantly, Muslim women—who were always depicted as victims of Islamic patriarchy—
led these protests. The active participation of ordinary Muslim women in sit-ins and demonstrations as 
well as their vocal critique of the citizenship law underline a new form of Muslim self-representation—
the idea that challenges the authority of Muslim leaders (primarily male) to speak on behalf of common 
Muslims.40 

The Voting: Participation as Instrumental Action

Let us now examine the other form of Muslim participation, which I describe as instrumental action. 
Muslim voting patterns in two crucial assembly elections (Delhi and Bihar) that took place in 2020 
immediately after the massive nationwide protests against CAA/NRC are very relevant in this regard. 

39  Rahul Rao describes this phenomenon as ‘nationalism against the state’ (Rao, 2020). 
40  Retrieved May 19, 2020, from https://www.outlookindia.com/magazine/story/india-news-opinion-hats-off-to-protesting-mus-
lim-women-who-have-successfully-deflated-majoritarian-nationalism/302755
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Muslims not merely participated in these elections as enthusiastic voters but also responded positively to 
the competing electoral agendas offered by different political parties at the state level. Interestingly, 
Muslims did not vote as a homogeneous community of voters in Delhi and Bihar. This political 
heterogeneity, especially in the realm of electoral politics, requires a systematic unpacking. 

The timing of the Delhi Assembly Election, 2020 was very crucial. This was the first election after the 
enactment of CAA and the abrogation of Article 370. It is worth noting that the BJP had already decided 
to invoke the CAA/NRC debate as an important electoral issue in this election. An aggressive election 
campaign led by the Home Minister Amit Shah was launched. The anti-CAA protesters were described 
as irresponsive, anti-national elements and the voters (read Hindus) were asked to give them a fitting 
reply.41 It was clear that the BJP was primarily interested in communal polarization and wanted to create 
a clear political dived between Hindu and Muslim votes. The AAP, however, adopted a different strategy. 
It virtually remained silent on the CAA/NRC issue. Although AAP MLAs and various leaders associated 
with it continued to take part in the anti-CAA protests, the party did not make any clear statement on this 
issue. The party identified civic governance—education, health and city infrastructure—as a preferred 
mode to mobilize voters. 

The election results were astonishing. The AAP won 62 seats with a vote share of 53 per cent. The 
BJP, on the other hand, could only win eight assembly seats. However, party’s vote share (38 per cent) 
increased rather significantly. 

Despite AAP’s ambivalent and virtually unclear stand on CAA/NRC, the party was able to win all 
five Muslim dominated seats very comfortably (Table 3). This overwhelming Muslim support for the 
AAP might be interpreted as an obvious reflection of Muslim resentment against the BJP. One may argue 
that Muslim communities were already resisting the imposition of CAA/NRC and the Delhi assembly 
election gave them an appropriate opportunity to support AAP. The anti-BJP attitude, the argument goes, 
might have forced Muslims to ignore AAP’s dubious stand on the abrogation of the Article 370 and 
CAA/NRC.42 

Although there is a merit in this line of reasoning, Muslim voting patterns cannot be entirely reduced 
to anti-CAA protests or any possible form of anti-BJPism. The AAP emerged as the most viable political 
option for the Muslim voters of Delhi since it was a bipolar contest (and the BJP had already made it 
clear that it was not interested in Muslim votes). However, there were other important issues as well that 
influenced the Muslim voting patterns in this election. 

As pointed out earlier, governance and development were the main issues in the Delhi election (Table 
4). The performance of the AAP in the field of healthcare and education had been very impressive and 
the party was keen to capitalize on it. This agenda of good governance/development attracted the majority 
of voters, including Muslims (Table 5). The AAP, in this sense, had actually become the first political 
choice for Muslim voters in Delhi. The CAA/NRC debate further consolidated the AAP’s position. It 
was obvious for the Muslim voters to give overwhelming support to AAP—not only to recognize the 
value of governance-centric agenda but also to assert their voter-citizen identity. 

41  In an election rally, Amit Shah said, ‘press the button with such anger that current is felt at Shaheen Bagh’ (Retrieved De-
cember 10, 2020, from https://khabar.ndtv.com/news/india/amit-shah-rally-for-bjp-shaheen-bagh-caa-delhi-assembly-elec-
tions-2020-21700950).
42  Arvind Kejriwal was one of the first few leaders who supported this move. He tweeted: “we support the government on its deci-
sions on J&K. We hope this will bring peace and development in the state,” (Retrieved December 10, 2020, from https://www.
hindustantimes.com/india-news/arvind-kejriwal-tweets-support-for-centre-on-article-370/story-fxHSmd0sojRciJYUhRdcbJ.
html) For AAP’s responses on CAA see: (Retrieved December 10, 2020, from https://caravanmagazine.in/politics/aap-cynical-
stance-on-caa-electoral-posturing)
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The Bihar Assembly Election, 2020 offers us a very different picture. Governance, in the wake of 
COVID-19, emerged as the main political issues. The National Democratic Alliance (NDA) of BJP-
Janata Dal United (U) evoked the slogan of good governance simply to capitalize on the established 
image of Nitish Kumar as Sushasan babu (leader committed for good governance). On the other hand, 
the Mahagathbandhan (Grand Alliance) of Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD), Congress, and the Left parties 
raised the issues of governance rather differently. They highlighted the nature of unemployment in the 
state and the impact reverse migration after the pandemic. 

The NDA won 125 seats (with a vote share of 37.26 per cent) and formed the government. The BJP’s 
performance was very impressive. The party established itself as the leading player in Bihar politics by 
winning more seats (74 seats with a vote share of 19 per cent) than its partner JD (U) (43 seats with a 
vote share of 15 per cent). The Mahagathbandhan also performed well. It won 110 seats (with a vote 

Table 3. AAP’s Performance in the Muslim Dominated Constituencies

Candidates  Constituency Total Votes Total % Total Vote Margin and %

Amantullah Khan (AAP) Okhla 1,30,367 66.30% 71,827 38.02%Brahman Singh (BJP) 58,540 29.65%
Shoaib Iqbal (AAP) Matia Mahal 67,282 75.96% 50,241 59.58%Ravinder Gupta (BJP) 17,041 19.24%
Imara Hussian (AAP) Ballimaran 65,644 64.65% 36,172 38.02%Lata (BJP) 29,472 29.03%
Abdul Rehman (AAP) Seelampur 72,694 56.05%

36,920 34.03%Kaushal Kumar Mishra 
(BJP)

35,744 27.58%

Hajji Yunus (AAP) Mustfabad 98,850 53.20% 20,704 11.69%Jagdish Pardhan (BJP) 78,146 42.06%
Source: ECI/CSDS data unit.

Table 4. Importance of Governance/Development for Delhi Voters

Issue Response (%)

Employment/unemployment/lack of jobs 10
Development (generally) 20
Education/school/college/studies/teachers (generally)  6
Water problem (generally)  2
Source: Delhi election Survey 2020, CSDS data unit (Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding off. N = 3,335).
Questions: What will be the most important issue for you in the Delhi assembly Election?

Table 5. Muslims’ Satisfaction with AAP

Fully Satisfied Somewhat Satisfied Somewhat Dissatisfied Fully Dissatisfied

Poor 80 8 2 8
Lower 82 15 2
Middle 74 22 1
Rich 74 19 1
Total 77 19 2
Source: Delhi election Survey 2020, CSDS data unit (Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding off. N = 423).
Question: Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the performance of the AAP Government?
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share of 37.23 per cent). However, rise of the Hyderabad based AIMIM was the most perceptible aspect 
of this election. The AIMIM won the five Muslim dominated constituencies in the Seemanchal region 
(with a vote share of 1.24 per cent at the state level). The rise of AIMIM was seen as a reflection Muslim 
resentment against BJP/JD(U) as well as RJD/Congress. It was argued this trend would lead to communal 
polarization in north India. Let us look at the Muslim voting patterns in a systematic manner to understand 
the limitation of this kind of media-driven political explanations. 

The CSDS-Lokniti Bihar 2020 (post-poll) survey demonstrates that a majority of Muslim voters 
supported the Mahagathbandhan candidates in the state. Three-fourths of the Muslim vote went to the 
RJD-led alliance. However, the AIMIM secured a high share of Muslim votes in the Seemanchal area. 
This division of Muslim votes is inextricably linked to the sociological profile of Muslim communities. 
Bihar has a highly diversified Muslim population, which is divided on class-caste-region lines. These 
sociological dynamics actually determine the nature of Muslim political participation in the state (Sajjad, 
2014). 

In a recent article, Julien Levesque makes an important argument to elucidate this point. He identifies 
two types of Muslim-centric constituencies: Muslim dominated constituencies where Muslims constitute 
a decisive political majority and other constituencies where Muslims are not in a majority; yet their 
effective support may affect the outcome of any election. Levesque argues that a very specific kind of 
Muslim politics seems to emerge in the Muslim dominated constituencies. In such cases, the Muslim 
voters tend to assert themselves as an electoral-political community. The emergence of AIMIM in the 
Seemanchal region was an obvious outcome of this political assertion (Table 6). On the contrary, a 
politics of security prevailed in other Muslim-dominated areas that forced the Muslim voters to support 
the non-BJP/NDA parties (Levesque, 2020). They overwhelmingly voted against the BJP/NDA in these 
constituencies. 

Levesque also examines the caste-configuration of Muslim voters in the Seemachal region to unpack 
the success of AIMIM in Muslim—dominated constituencies of this area. He notes the following: 

The AIMIM had to appeal to Seemanchal’s two largest social groups among Muslims. The Surjapuris—
considered to be Shaikh and therefore part of the dominant Ashraf cluster—are in large numbers in Kishanganj 
district, while the marginalized Kulhaiya—who were included in the category of Extremely Backward Classes 

Table 6. AIMIM’s Performance in Bihar

Candidates Constituency Total Votes Total % Total Winning Margin 

1.  Akhtarul Imam (AIMIM) Amour 94,459 51.17% 52,515 38.49%   Saba Zafer (JDU) 41,944 22.72%
2.  Syed Rukunudin Ahmad 

(AIMIM)
Baisi 68,416 38.27%

16,373 13.59%
    Vinod Kumar (BJP) 52,043 29.11%
3.  Shahnawaz (AIMIM) Jokihat 59,596 34.22% 7,383 6.60%    Sarfraz Alam () 52,213 29.98%
4.  Mohd. Anzar Nayeemi 

(AIMIM)
Bahadurganj 85,855 49.77%

45,215 35.74%
    Laskhan lal Pandits (VIP) 40,640 23.56%
5.  Muhammad Izhar Aisf  

(AIMIM)
Kochadhaman 79,893 49.45%

36,143 29.23%
    Mujahid Alam (JDU) 43,750 27.08%
Source: ECI/CSDS data unit.
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created by Nitish Kumar’s government in 2005—constitute a significant group in Araria district. The AIMIM’s 
winning candidates hail from the numerically dominant community of their respective constituencies: Surjapuri 
Shaikh for Akhtarul Iman, Anzar Naeemi, and Izhar Asfi in Kishanganj and Purnia districts, and Kulhaiya for 
Shahnawaz Alam in Araria district. To help the AIMIM candidates win over the Kulhaiya vote, Shahnawaz 
Alam campaigned with them in their constituencies. Finally, the AIMIM’s fifth MLA, in Baisi, is a Sayyid—the 
highest social group among Muslims…whose family has long been integrated with the Surjapuri environment. 
(Levesque, 2020)

This explanation is very useful in making sense of the impact of caste/region on Muslim voting patterns. 
However, it does not mean that Muslim communities do not recognize the significance of economic/
development-related issues. Table 7 shows that development and unemployment were the main issues 
that had been recognized as decisive electoral concerns by Muslim voters. It is also true about other 
religious and caste communities in the state. Interestingly, the CAA/NRC could not emerge as the 
decisive ‘core-Muslim issues’. The Muslims of Bihar themselves did not consider it a relevant electoral 
concern. 

This is an important finding. It appears that Muslim voters were clear that the CAA/NRC was not 
going to be a part of the electoral discourse. Although the non-BJP parties have been opposing the CAA/
NRC (and even the JD [U] had been critical of the NRC process), they were not interested in converting 
this controversial law into an electoral plank. Even the AIMIM, which aggressively raised the CAA/
NRC debate to mobilize Muslims, worked very hard to represent itself as a development-oriented party 
(Nair, 2020). In this scenario, it was obvious for the Muslim voters to work out various strategies at the 
constituency level to make feasible political configurations.

Conclusion

Let us elaborate the points which have been made in previous sections, to recapitulate the main argument 
of this article. We find that the three features of Hindutva constitutionalism—the Constitution as sacred 
object/law book, rejection of minority–majority framework, and the primacy of one-nation one 
constitution—provide a political-intellectual foundation to the doctrine of New India, especially the 
responsive people and responsive government thesis. In a way, an imagination of a homogenous national 
political community—the responsive people/citizens—is established that has to be governed by another 
uniform, obligated, and sovereign political entity—the responsive government. The placement of Muslim 
identity in this framework is very interesting. Muslims are seen as an inseparable constituent of the 

Table 7. Muslim Electoral Concerns

Muslim Upper Caste Muslim OBC 

Development 46 28
Unemployment/jobs/recruitment/lack of industries 33 25
Inflation  5 10
Change/removing NDA or Nitish  5  6
Education/school/college  1  5
CAA-NRC related  0  9
Poverty/hunger/financial problem  4  4
Source: Bihar election Survey 2020, CSDS data unit (Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding off. N = 594).
Questions: What was the most important issue for you while voting in this assembly election?
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national community. The slogan sab ka sath sab ka vikas and sab ka vishwas (together, for everyone’s 
growth, with everyone’s trust) is invoked to deal with the concerns and issues faced by all citizens 
including Muslims. This political homogenization helps the BJP leaders to claim that the status of 
Muslims as a religious minority is questionable since the Constitution does not define the term minority 
at all.43 

The Muslim dominated anti-CAA protests as a form of political participation posed a serious challenge 
to the doctrine of New India and its operative mechanism: Hindutva constitutionalism. These protests 
rejected the Hindutva interpretation of the Constitution by highlighting the significance of the 
constitutional principles. In this sense, the responsive citizens and responsive government thesis was 
given a different political explanation. It was asserted that the duty of a responsive citizen is to protect 
the values and principles that the Constitution represents; while the task of the responsive government is 
to create an environment of mutual trust. 

The anti-CAA agitation certainly expresses those political anxieties, which do not find any space in 
the usual business of competitive politics. However, these popular protests do not always get translated 
into electoral issues. Political parties have to abide by the dominant narrative of electoral politics; and 
precisely for this reason, citizens as voters are always asked to vote on a few politically acceptable 
lines.44 Muslim voting behaviour in post-CAA elections actually demonstrates this aspect of political 
participation in two significant ways. 

First, Muslim voters responded to the given electoral packages positively. The aggressive anti-Muslim 
discourse did not affect their enthusiasm to participate in elections. In the wake of the BJP’s Hindutva 
hegemony, which depends on the negative portrayal of Muslim communities, the Muslim voters seem to 
evolve various survival strategies to remain politically relevant. The overwhelming support to AAP in 
Delhi, acceptance of AIMIM in Seemachal, and enthusiastic voting in favour of RJD-led Mahagatbandhan 
in rest of Bihar clearly show that Muslim communities recognize the election as an important arena of 
politics. They adjust themselves with the prevalent political narratives and vote accordingly. 

Secondly, and perhaps most importantly, Muslim voting behaviour demonstrates an important feature 
of electoral politics. It is often assumed that Muslim communities give priority to the identity-oriented 
issues while participating in politics. This formulation is rather misleading. CSDS-Lokniti surveys show 
that Muslims like other social group always give considerable importance to the overtly secular 
development-centric issues that affect them as citizens. Muslim voters, however, do not ignore the 
identity-related concerns. The identity, in this case, functions as a template that provides community-
specific meanings to secular-development-oriented promises that political party make during elections. 
The anti-Muslim rhetoric of BJP in recent elections, for example, has created the dominant template of 
identity. It reminds Muslim communities that their economic and educational marginalization is 
inextricably linked to their Muslim identity and the politics of communal exclusion. Muslims as voters, 
however, interpret this identity-development configuration in their own ways. They participate in 
elections as voter-citizens without giving up their identity as Muslims. 

The political engagements of Muslims in contemporary India, I argue, could be seen as an ever-
evolving discourse, which certainly respond to the Hindutva hegemony; yet it is not always governed 
by it. 

43  For an elaborated version of this argument (deSouza et al., 2019, Chapter 4). 
44  The distinction Aditya Nigam makes between politics and the political is relevant here. He conceptualizes politics as the juridi-
cal-political level of the state that also includes parties and elections etc. The political, on the other hand, is interpreted as political 
practices and form of actions including popular protests. From our point of view, this distinction is useful to understand the forms 
of Muslim political actions (Nigam, 2008). 
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